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THE MEMORY UNIT OF A DIGITAL. COMPUTER

Since the development of the first. modern digital computer
in August 1944, the digital o.omputer has become one of the most
es.sential machines; of the modern day.. According to Edmund
Berkeley and Lawrence Wainwright it is one of two events by
which the twentieth century will be remembered.. This development has also ]ed to what has been called the Second Industrial
Revolution. 1 That so much importance should be placed on one
development is extraordinary, but the far' reaching effectS'· of
the digital computer are also extraordinary •.

Computers are defined as "devices which accep:·t information,
perform mathematical or liogical operations with the information,
and then supply the results of these operation as new. information.n

2

In a digital computer information required for problem solving
as well as: the instructions for carrying out the required operations
are stored in the memol'y unit.

The memory unit is also made up

of anaadtesa selector which chooses the location for data to be
written in or read out and read and write circuits which perform

~dmund Berkeley and Lawrence Wa.inwright, Computers- Their
aperation and Application, (New York, 1956), p. 3.
2vinscent s. Darnowski, Computers- Theory and Uses, (Washington, 1964), P• 3.
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only a on or off signal is recorded.

The magnetic tape computer

storage is more complex because of the high speeds , rapid
starts, rapid stops, and

reverses~

Recording is accomplished

by sending a pulse current through the energizing coil of a
recording head which has a very narrow gap in the pole-pieces
across which is drawn the magnetically coated tape.

A multi-

track tape is feasible because the pole-pieces of the recording
head may be arranged so that the flux of the magnetic dipole
induced in the coating runs the length of the tape and not
the width.

Only a off or on may be recorded or a

11

0 11 and 11 1 11

as it is more conunonly referred to since a binary number system
is used in digital computers. The difference in the o and 1
being in the direction the current is Sent through the energizing coil, the flux of the recorded dipole will be opposite
of the o for the 1.

Reading out is carried out by drawing the

magnetized tape across the pole-pieces of the recording head.
The direction of the induced voltage is noted to determine
whether a o or 1 was recorded.5
The only difference between the magnetic tape and the
magnetic drum is in the physical setup of the system since
both use the polarized spot.

The magnetic drum system consists

of a nonmagnetic metal drum which is coated with a magnetic
material.

The recording heads are arranged to give several

hundred parallel tracks each of a small width but the entire

~T. E. Ivall, Electronic Computers, (New York,

141-1.43.

1956),, P•

4
circumference of the drum and the drum is rotated at an average
speed of from 3,000 to 6,000 revolutions per minutes.

One

track of the drum is usually utilized as an indicator.

Address

symbols are recorded on the indicator track at regular angular
intervals corresponding to the division of the track into registers.
To read out a particular bit of information, the coded signal
indicates which track or read out head the information is in
'

'

and then the proper register.

6

A storage system which is newer than either the magnetic
tape or drum but which is very widely used is the coihncident
current magnetic core matrix.

The system consists of a number

of small magnetic cores arranged in a definite pattern.

The

cores are arranged in rows and columns with a wire passing
through each core in a row and a wire passing through each
core in a column.

The result is a networkof squares with a

magnetic core at every intersection of two wires.

There is

also a wire interlaced through the pattern so that it passes
through each core but the order is of no importance.

A bit

of information is stored in a particular core by p:a ssing a
current through the two wires that intersect at that particular
core.

The current of course goes through each core in the row

and column of that particular core where information is to be
stored so only half enough current to magnetize a core is sent
through each wire.

The result of this procedure is that only

where the wires cross is there enough current to magnetize the

'6Ivall, p.

144-147.

5
core.

A 11 1 11 is usually recorded by sending a current through

the wires from the left and top while the

11

0 11 is recorded from

the right and botto~ if the matrix is standing upright. 7
The cores are constructed of a materal which exhibits a
nearly square hysteresis loop on a graph of magnetic flux against
magnetic field strength.

The material used is usually ferrite.

If the core is magnetized to saturation in one direction by
sending a pulse of current through a winding, the magnetization
will remain at least at 90% of the maximum flux density when the
current is stopped, therefore the information has been recorded.
If a current pulse is now passed

thr~ugh

the core from the

opposite direction the magnetic flux will decrease slowly at
first then will drop smddenly go to saturation in the opposite
direction.

This is used to change the stored imformation and

th!s in turn is the way information is read out of the core.
"If a particular core is in the

11

1 11 :;state the application of

coincident read-out pulses of, say, "0 11 direction to its two
intersecting wires causes the core to be switched over.

The

v.esultant large change of flux induces a voltage pulse in the
output wire which threads all the cores.

The presence of this

output pulse indicatss that a 11 1" was stpred.
hand, the core had been in the

11

If, on the other

0 11 state, the application of

the "0" read-out pulse would have made no real difference to it.
There would have been no large change of flux and no voltage
pulse induced in the

ou~put

7Ivall, p.l37-l41.

wire-thereby indicating that a

6
non

was stored."8
A storage system of lesser importance since the develop-

ment of the magnetic core is the electrostatic memory where
electrostatic charges of two different kinds may be maintained
on a surface.

A cathode-ray tube may be used for this purpose.

Information is stored by the present or absence of an electvost~tic

charge on a p:articular small spot.

9

A final storage system which was used in the Univac I
but which was. replaced by magnetic cores in Univac II is the
delay line storf.ge.

The Univac I compute'r had a memory consis-

ting of seven tanks of mercury.
along which a pattern of
culating tr&in of waves.

pulse~

Each tank had eighteen paths
cou]d be remembered as a cir-

The system operatl!ls .much like an

echo in the air only using waves in mercury.

A w•ve issued

from the far end of the line is detected, amplied, reshaped,
and reinserted into the beginning of the line so that the whole
train of waves with its pattern of presence and absence of
pulses will circu]ate indefinitely until either the power

c~ases

d •10
.
or a new pattern of pu1 seg i s 1nserte

Each of the discussed storage systems has advantages and
disadvantages in the computer they are used in, the success
and versatility of the digital computer however may depend
largely on how advanced the memory unit becomes and how well
these systems may be used together.

8Ivall, P• 138.

9Berkeley and Wainwright, p.34o
10Berkeley and Wainwright, p.35 and p.215.
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